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Flexibility + full isolation + cost optimization  = total peace of mind
We’ll configure the hypervisor and give you access. Everything else we place into your capable hands. We’ll monitor and 

manage the physical infrastructure--ie networking, physical blades, etc. You manage from the hypervisor through the rest of 

the stack. Our usage-based model ensures that you’re only paying for what you need, and nothing else. 

Unmanaged cloud, manageable costs
Concerned about cloud cost management? Never fear! Use SprawlGuard® protection to fully optimize your cloud costs and 

monitor the spend your self-managed servers are generating. Any cloud provider can give you root-level hypervisor access, 

but we’re the only ones who will fully expose your usage and spend to eliminate those nasty end-of-the-month surprise bills. 

SprawlGuard® protection is automatically included with all self-managed cloud environments. Why should we charge you 

money to save money? To us, that equation doesn’t make sense and isn’t a win-win.

The ball’s in 
your court
You want the highest level of flexibility to control your own 

cloud environment but you’re uninterested in hosting your 

own data center to do it. We’ve got just what you’re looking 

for in our self-managed cloud. You’re free to add servers to 

your heart’s content, but no matter what, you’ll pay only for 

what you use. 

SELF-MANAGED 
CLOUD

Brian Allen

CEO

“

The level of service across 

the board from OTAVA 

has been nothing short of 

exceptional. It’s only getting 

better and better as the years 

go along. Whenever we pick 

up the phone, someone is 

immediately available to 

answer questions. 

“
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Our Partners

Our Data Centers

Michigan

Virginia

United
Kingdom

Australia

Nevada

Texas

Indiana

OTAVA.com     (877) 740-5028     solutions@otava.com

SELF-MANAGED CLOUD
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MANAGE CLOUD 
ON YOUR TERMS. 
Get started with Otava.

http://www.otava.com
mailto:?subject=

